Object Markers and Vertical Panels
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OM1-1 COLORS:  
REFLECTORS — YELLOW  
BACKGROUND — YELLOW  
BORDER — YELLOW

OM1-2 COLORS:  
REFLECTORS — YELLOW  
BACKGROUND — BLACK

OM1-3 COLORS:  
SIGN PANEL — YELLOW
OM2-1 COLORS:
REFLECTORS — YELLOW
BACKGROUND — WHITE

OM2-2 COLORS:
SIGN PANEL — YELLOW
COLOR: STRIPES - BLACK
BACKGROUND - YELLOW

Stripe width - 4 inch

Stripes shall be located as shown above, with corners yellow.
OM4-1 COLORS:
REFLECTORS — RED (RETRO)
BACKGROUND — RED
BORDER — RED (RETRO)

OM4-2 COLORS:
REFLECTORS — RED
BACKGROUND — BLACK

OM4-3 COLORS:
SIGN PANEL — RED
VERTICAL PANELS (R), ( L)

Desirable stripe width is 4 inches.
Stripes shall be located as shown above.

COLORS: STRIPES - BLACK
BACKGROUND - YELLOW
VERTICAL PANELS (R), (L)

Desirable stripe width is 3 inches.
Stripes shall be located as shown above.

COLORS: STRIPES - BLACK
BACKGROUND - YELLOW

TEXAS